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About Puma
Investments

Tax Efficient
Investments

Puma Investments is a member of the
Shore Capital Group, an independent
investment group listed on AIM and
specialising in asset management, principal
finance and equity capital market activities.

Puma Investments is responsible
for the Group’s tax efficient investment
strategies, including Estate Planning
Services, the Enterprise Investment
Scheme and Venture Capital Trusts.

£800m+

160+

5

30+

ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT

OFFICES
Guernsey, London, Liverpool,
Edinburgh and Berlin.

GROUP EMPLOYEES

YEAR GROUP HISTORY

£330m+
RAISED IN TAX EFFICIENT
INVESTMENTS

Welcome to Puma Investments
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Welcome to Puma Investments, one the UK’s most experienced
managers of tax-efficient investments.

AWARD WINNING MANAGER

We understand that investors want simple solutions when it comes
to protecting their assets from Inheritance Tax, which is why we
have a variety of offers designed to help with estate planning.

EXPERIENCED TEAM

Our Investment Approach

NATIONAL COVERAGE

Puma Investments has a strong track
record of investing in established
businesses across the UK, both private
companies and those listed on the
Alternative Investment Market (AIM).
Our Puma Multi-Strategy EPS gives
investors the opportunity, with the help
of their financial advisers, to select which
strategy or combination of strategies is
right for them. You can select to invest
in either Private Trading Companies or
AIM Shares, or a combination of both
strategies in the proportion you select.

Our Team

The Team at Puma Investments have
a 20+ year track record of investing
in UK businesses and we have been
consistently awarded commendable
independent reviews on our taxefficient offerings. We are part of
Shore Capital Group, established
in 1985, which is listed on AIM and
employs 160 people across the UK, in
London, Edinburgh and Liverpool.
Our multi-disciplinary team draws
from their diverse professional
backgrounds and extensive investment
experience to ensure investments are
sourced, evaluated and executed in
an effective and thorough manner.

30+ YEAR HISTORY
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Important Information

These Investment Details (“Investment Details”) are issued on 26 October 2017. They have been approved as a financial promotion for the
purposes of s21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“FSMA”) by Puma Investment Management Limited (“Puma Investments” or
the “Manager”), which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) with firm reference number 590919 and whose
registered office is at Bond Street House, 14 Clifford Street, London, WIS 4JU.
This document does not constitute a prospectus within the meaning of Article 13 of the EC Directive 2013/71/EC of the European Parliament
and Council dated 4 November 2003 or a listing particulars for the purposes of Part VI of FSMA and the document has not been submitted to,
or approved by, the FCA.
The Puma Multi-Strategy Estate Planning Service (the “Service”) is exempt from being a collective investment scheme pursuant to Paragraph
1 of the Schedule to the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Collective Investment Schemes) Order 2001, because the Service
constitutes a number of individual investment management arrangements which are managed on an individual, as opposed to collective,
basis. Accordingly, the Service is not a collective investment scheme within the meaning of section 235 of FSMA.
Prospective investors should not rely on the contents of these Investment Details without taking independent financial advice.
These Investment Details are issued solely for the purpose of seeking investment in the Service, which is a discretionary portfolio management
service. The Manager has taken reasonable care to ensure that the facts stated in these Investment Details are true and accurate in all material
respects at the date of issue and that there are no other material statements the omission of which would make any part of these Investment
Details misleading, whether of fact or of opinion. Certain information contained in these Investment Details has been obtained from published
sources prepared by third parties. The Manager does not accept or assume any responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of such
information. Prospective investors must determine for themselves what relevance (if any) they place on statements, views and forecasts
made in these Investment Details as these represent the Manager’s interpretation of information available to it as at the date of this document.
No person has been authorised in connection with the investment opportunity described in these Investment Details to give any information
or to make any representations other than as contained in these Investment Details, and, if given or made, such information or representation
must not be relied upon as having been authorised by the Manager.
Notwithstanding any client categorisation or any suitability determination upon which the Manager may rely, and without prejudice to the FCA
Rules, recipients of these Investment Details must make their own independent assessment of the Service and rely on their own judgement
(or that of their Financial Adviser) in respect of any investment made through the Service and the legal, regulatory, tax and investment
consequences and risks of doing so. Investments made through the Service will be in unlisted asset backed trading companies and companies
listed on AIM (“AIM Companies”). Investments in unlisted asset backed trading companies are high risk investments. There is a restricted
market for such investments and it may therefore be difficult to sell the positions or to obtain reliable information about their value.
You can only invest in the Service through a Financial Adviser who has assessed that an investment in the Service is suitable for you and meets
your objectives, that you have the expertise, experience and knowledge to understand the risks and that you are able to financially bear the
associated risks involved in such an investment. The Manager may in turn and under arrangements with your Financial Adviser expressly
authorised by you, use such suitability assessment as a basis for its own suitability determination. The Manager, its directors and employees
do not accept any liability for any direct, indirect or consequential loss or damage suffered by any person as a result of relying on any information
or opinions contained herein or in any other communication in connection with an investment through the Service. However, this disclaimer
does not affect any liability which the Manager may have in relation to the Service under FSMA, regulations made under FSMA or FCA rules.
These Investment Details may not be used for the purposes of, and do not constitute, an invitation to apply to participate in the Service in any
jurisdiction in which such offer or invitation is not authorised or in which the person seeking to make such offer or invitation is not qualified to
do so. It is the responsibility of recipients outside the UK to satisfy themselves as to their own full compliance with the laws and regulations of
any relevant jurisdiction in connection with any application to invest through the Service. Any application to invest through the Service may
only be made pursuant to the terms and conditions set out in the Investor Agreement (supplied together with this document) and the
Application Form (including any processes set out therein), and is subject to various warranties, representations, confirmations and
declarations deemed to be given by you in those documents.
The information contained in these Investment Details should not be assumed to have been updated at any time after the date stated above
and the provision of these Investment Details to you does not constitute a representation by any person that such information will be updated
at any time after the date of these Investment Details.
By receiving these Investment Details, you agree to be bound by the foregoing conditions and restrictions. Investing through the
Service is speculative and involves a significant degree of risk. The attention of prospective investors is drawn to the contents of
the section in these Investment Details entitled “Risk Factors”.
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SECTION 1

Inheritance Tax and Business Relief
Qualifying Investments
The number of UK families paying Inheritance Tax (IHT) is at a 35 year high.1 Increased house prices
have resulted in more investors than ever seeking to protect their assets from IHT.

How Inheritance Tax Works 2
Under current UK legislation, an
individual’s estate worth more
than £325,000 (the nil rate band)
is subject to 40% Inheritance
Tax, payable after death.

For married couples, no tax is
charged on the first death if the
entire estate is left to the spouse. On
the second death, the two nil rate
bands are available (£650,000).
The government has also added a new
extension to the nil rate band which,
when combined with the existing nil
rate band, will allow individuals to pass
on estates worth up to £500,000 (£1
million for couples) without paying
Inheritance Tax provided the family
home is left to direct descendants.
The value of an estate (minus
any outstanding allowable debts)
includes not only the assets such
as properties and investments, but
also any gifts made in the seven
years prior to death, as well as life
assurance policies or pension plans
not held in trust. Therefore the entire
estate minus the nil rate band(s) is
liable for 40% Inheritance Tax.

The benefits of Business Relief

Business Relief (BR) is a tax relief
provided by the UK Government, as an
incentive to encourage investments
into certain types of trading businesses.
Unlike gifts or trusts, which can take
seven years to obtain full Inheritance
Tax relief, a BR qualifying investment will
benefit from relief after just two years.
This means no IHT will be payable on a
BR qualifying investment that have been
held for at least two years prior to death.
In addition, investors do not lose control
of their assets, as is the case when
making a gift or placing assets in a trust.

The key benefits of estate
planning and Business Relief (BR)
1. INHERITANCE TAX RELIEF

A BR qualifying investment can be
passed down free of tax, if held for
at least two years and still held at the
time of death.
2. ACCESS AND CONTROL 4

Investors maintain access and
control of BR qualifying
investments.
3. SIMPLICITY

BR qualifying investments avoid
complicated legal structures such
as trusts.

£6.2bn

The Office of Budget Responsibility has
estimated that the amount of Inheritance Tax
collected will rise from £4.7bn in 2016, to £6.2bn
by 2022.3

4. SPEED

Investments are intended to benefit
from IHT relief after a two year
holding period.

70%

The percentage of estates worth more than
£1m where IHT was paid rose from 49% in
2006/07 to 70% in 2012/13.3

1
2

3
4

Source: Financial Times
This is not a comprehensive statement of tax law and should not be read as advice. We recommend
that investors seek independent investment and tax advice before considering these investments
Source: HM Revenue & Customs
Subject to underlying liquidity
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Reducing Inheritance Tax
on an Estate

Illustration
of the
potential
benefits
of a BRcan
qualifying
investment
How a Business
Relief
qualifying
investment
reduce the
inheritance tax due on an estate
No estate planning
undertaken

Estate planning undertaken
with BR

MRS SMITH1

£100K

£100K

TRANSFERRED INTO A
BR QUALIFYING INVESTMENT

RETAINED IN CASH SAVINGS

AFTER 2 YEARS,
INVESTMENT BECOMES FREE
FROM INHERITANCE TAX

MRS SMITH PASSES AWAY

MRS SMITH PASSES AWAY

£40K

£0

3

3

INHERITANCE TAX
DUE

INHERITANCE TAX
DUE

£60K

£100K

LEFT TO PASS ON AT DEATH

LEFT TO PASS ON AT DEATH

MRS SMITH’S BENEFICIARIES

1
2

3

For the purpose of this illustration Mrs Smith is a widow
This example assumes that Mrs Smith paid no charges, there was no gain or loss on her original investment
and she was fully invested in BR qualifying companies
For the purpose of this illustration the nil rate band has been used by other assets

2
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SECTION 2

How the Service works
The Puma Multi-Strategy Estate
Planning Service (EPS) is a
discretionary portfolio service
providing access to a range of
strategies that intend to qualify
for Business Relief.
The Puma Multi-Strategy EPS provides a range of solutions to
cater for varying return and risk profiles, drawing from Puma
Investments’ deep expertise across the spectrum of BR
qualifying investments, from Private Trading Companies, through
to equity investments managed by Puma Investments’ award
winning AIM team.
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You can choose to invest in either Private Trading Companies or AIM
Shares, or in a combination of the two strategies.
The minimum investment amount is £15,000 in respect of each of the Private Trading Companies and
the AIM Shares strategies.

Investment

Puma Multi-Strategy Estate Planning Service

Select
0–100%
of Investment

Select
0–100%
of Investment

Private Trading
Companies

AIM
Shares
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How the Investment
Process Works
How the initial investment process works1
DAY 1

DAY 3

UP TO
5 WEEKS

2 YEARS

If your circumstances change

Mrs Smith and her financial adviser
complete the Application Form and
Adviser Certificate and send it to Puma
Investments’ custodian.

Investors can access their portfolio on a
monthly basis (subject to liquidity and 30
days’ notice).

Puma processes the Application Form,
sending an acknowledgement of
receipt to Mrs Smith and her advisor.

We appreciate that circumstances can change and that
you may need to withdraw or transfer money from your
Portfolio. You can send us a written request to liquidate all
or part of your Portfolio at any time and, subject to
deduction of dealing cost, we will endeavour to return the
requested amount to you within two weeks. However, as
described more fully in the Investor Agreement, it may not
be practicable for the Portfolio Investment to be released
immediately, in which case there may be a delay in
completing withdrawal.

Once the funds have cleared and the
Application Form accepted, Puma
invests Mrs. Smith’s funds (less any
upfront advisor charges and Puma’s
initial fees) into shares of portfolio
companies within the Service. If
selected as an option, the Life
Protection plan (as described in
Section 3) starts on the day the shares
are acquired (details can be found in
the Investor Agreement). If Mrs Smith
selects Private Trading Companies
and AIM Shares, it is likely that her
investments will be made on different
days.

If the withdrawal relates to an ISA Portfolio, we are happy
to process a transfer request to another provider, subject
to deduction of dealing costs and fees. If an income is
required from your Portfolio, you may request that we set
up your account for regular withdrawals. These
withdrawals can be changed or stopped at any time.
Please note that if you withdraw money from your
Portfolio then IHT relief may be lost.

On the second anniversary of the date
of Investment in the portfolio company
or companies, it is intended that
Mrs. Smith’s Investment should
become wholly relieved from IHT
provided Mrs. Smith continues to hold
shares at the date of her death.
1

The timetable is given as a guide for illustrative purposes. There is
no guarantee that the time frames will be met.
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SECTION 3

Optional Life Protection

Puma Multi-Strategy EPS offers you the
option of two year life protection, to
mitigate the potential impact of
Inheritance Tax in the first two years.
We understand that when it
comes to estate planning,
investors want to carefully
safeguard their investments
from Inheritance Tax.

Optional Life Protection

Even when investing in Business Relief
qualifying investments, Inheritance
Tax relief is not available until after
an initial two year holding period.

Puma Investments has taken out a
master policy to provide investors,
for a fixed additional cost, with the
peace of mind that should they die
within two years of their investment in
portfolio companies, an amount equal
to 40% of the investment will be paid.

Therefore, if an investor passes
away before their Business Relief
investment becomes qualifying,
Inheritance Tax will be due on the
entire investment amount.

1
2
3

With the Puma Multi-Strategy EPS,
investors have the option to protect
themselves from Inheritance Tax during
the initial two year holding period.

Provided that the Insurer settles
the claim and pays the proceeds
to Puma Investments, we will pay
the proceeds to the investor’s
beneficiaries, taking into account the
investor’s expression of wishes.

After the deduction of any financial adviser charges and Puma’s initial fees
Up to 90 years and three months at the investment date
See the Investor Agreement for full details

Life Protection Key Facts
• Term: Two years
• Pay-out: 40% of original
investment1 on death
• Maximum Pay-out: £300,000
on an investment of £750,000
• Maximum Age: 90 years and
three months2
• Assessment: Medical
exclusions apply3
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SECTION 4
PUMA INVESTMENTS
PRIVATE
ASSET BACKED
TR ADING
COMPANIES
TRADING COMPANIES

Private Trading
Companies
The Service offers you the
opportunity to invest in Private
Trading Companies.
We will invest in companies that have a
strong reputation for providing senior
secured loans to the real estate sector.
We require portfolio companies to
undertake a prudent underwriting
approach, taking security over
assets, typically being their freehold
or long leasehold properties, stock
or contracted revenue streams.

Established Track Record

Puma Investments has a strong track
record in the real estate sector. We act
as Trading Adviser to Puma Heritage
plc. Puma Heritage focuses on providing
secured loans that are underpinned
by real estate, at conservative loan to
values. To date, Puma Heritage has
participated in over £190 million of loans.
In total Puma Investments has arranged
real estate loans totalling in excess
of £280 million to date across over
425 individual loans and no losses.

Developing the Service’s
Investment Strategy

We consider that asset leasing also
offers the opportunity for delivering
steady returns to investors with the
benefit of downside protection.

£

NO PERFORMANCE FEES

EXPERIENCED TEAM

£

CONSERVATIVE LOAN
TO VALUE

As well as considering asset leasing
opportunities, the Service will also
contemplate investment in trading
businesses which offer the ability to
generate stable returns for investors.
For example, the Service may consider
investing in businesses that own and
operate in the hospitality and leisure,
retail and healthcare sectors, and have
consistent operating cash flows and
established management teams.
The Service may also consider
investing in infrastructure and
renewable energy businesses that are
underpinned by long term Government
backed subsidies, typically providing
minimum pricing for 10-20 years.
We believe that the successful
acquisition and operation of these
businesses would facilitate longer
term growth potential for investors.

Example Transactions

We have advised on real estate loans totalling in excess of £280 million to date, across over 425
individual loans. An example of two of the loans are outlined below.

Luton Hotel

Citrus PX

• Puma Investments acted as an adviser to arrange
a facility for £7.5 million, to fund the development
of a new build 134 bedroom Ibis Budget Hotel at
Luton Airport

• Citrus PX is an established company providing
a property part exchange service to developers
• Puma Investments acted as an adviser to arrange
a facilityfacilities
several
for £30 million
totalling £30 million

Key features

Key features

Overview of the loan:

• Good location: The site is located within walking
distance from Luton Airport. The site is well located
located
in
an affluent
in an affluent
area area
• Security: First charge over freehold site
• Forward Sale Agreement: The Sponsor had
has a
forward agreement for the sale of the freehold of
the hotel, at project completion, to a blue chip
investment house,
house which has now been successfully
completed

Overview of the loan:

• Experienced developer: Citrus PX is an established
company with a very experienced management team
• Security: First charge security on acquired properties
• Conservative leverage: Conservative loan to value,
on a geographically diversified portfolio
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SECTION 5

AIM Shares
AIM
SHARES

Through the Puma Multi-Strategy EPS investors may choose to invest in a portfolio of AIM listed
companies, managed by Puma Investments’ award winning AIM Investment Team.

THE AIM SHARES PORTFOLIO
FOCUS ON DEFENSIVE GROWTH
INVESTMENTS SELECTED ON A STRICT VALUATION
CRITERIA WITH A FOCUS ON DEFENSIVE GROWTH

EXPERIENCED TEAM
PUMA INVESTMENTS IS PART OF SHORE CAPITAL, AN AIM LISTED
COMPANY ITSELF, WITH A 32 YEAR HISTORY

ISA

AVAILABLE IN ISAS
INVESTING IN A PORTFOLIO OF QUALIFYING AIM SHARES ALLOWS
HOLDERS TO MITIGATE IHT WHILE RETAINING THE BENEFITS OF AN ISA

A Focused Investment Strategy
Quality Companies: We seek to invest in quality
companies with strong margins, good returns
and a track record of cash generation.
Research Driven: We select companies on strict
valuation criteria with a focus on defensive growth.
Our approach is research driven with detailed
financial analysis.
Portfolio Construction: Targeting approximately
20 companies with market capitalisations in excess
of £50 million and low portfolio turnover.
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Available in ISAs

Available in ISAs

ISA Advantages

You are able to access AIM Shares in the
Puma Multi-Strategy EPS via an ISA. This
allows you to add Inheritance Tax relief to the
Income Tax and Capital Gains Tax relief that
an ISA already gives you.

ISA Basics: ISAs are highly tax-efficient savings
vehicles for three primary reasons – no additional
income tax is payable on interest or dividend income;
no capital gains tax is payable on gains; and you
do not have to declare ISAs on your tax return.

You can access the Puma Multi-Strategy EPS through
either a new or existing ISA account, an investment
account outside your ISA or a combination of the
two. You can even transfer from your investment
account to your ISA as your ISA allowance becomes
available (please note this will incur dealing fees).
It is easy to start a new ISA, as the minimum subscription
for the Puma Multi-Strategy EPS of £15,000 is below
the current annual ISA allowance. Of course, you can
also transfer in all or part of an existing ISA to enable
you to benefit from the Puma Multi-Strategy EPS.

Spousal Transfer: The ISA rules also now allow
the surviving spouse or civil partner to benefit
from an additional ISA allowance up to the value
of the deceased’s ISA saving at the date of death
without affecting their own annual ISA allowance.
Tax Efficient: Whilst ISAs are extremely tax efficient
during the holder’s lifetime, upon death ISA balances
may be subject to a 40% IHT liability. Investing in a BR
qualifying portfolio of AIM stocks allows you to mitigate
Inheritance Tax while still retaining the benefits of an ISA.
Control & Access: All the key features of Puma MultiStrategy EPS AIM Shares apply equally to ISA and nonISA investments. Assets held in a Puma Multi-Strategy
EPS AIM Shares ISA remain under the ownership of the
investor and you therefore retain the ability to request
the withdrawal of your money or transfer of your ISA
(as described in the Investor Agreement) at any time.
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AIM Shares
Investment Policy
The Puma Multi-Strategy EPS seeks to invest in quality
companies that are considered to be profitable and cash
generative. We carefully analyse all potential investments and, in
order to meet our criteria, companies require a combination of
three essential factors.

Quality:

Is this company sustainable and cash generating?
What competitive challenges does it face?

Quality check
• Potential for value creation,
returns exceeding cost of capital
• Cash conversion, profits
matched by cash generation
• Low balance sheet debt or
preferably net cash including
pension liabilities
• Sensible management with
a stake in the business, or
family-controlled businesses

QUALITY

• Strong franchise including good
market position, brand strength
and reputation
• Low customer or
supplier dependencies
• Some competition,
but not excessive, with
strong barriers to entry
• Low risk from technological
innovation or substitution
• Profit margins that are
improving or recovering

AVA I L A B L E I N I S A s

Potential Growth:

Can the company reinvest its cash in the existing business or in acquisitions,
and generate shareholder value?

Growth check
• Addresses growing markets
or can take market share in
a slower-growing market
• Ability to raise prices to
compensate for inflation

• Can reinvest the cash
to generate growth and
shareholder value
• Opportunities for acquisitive
growth to increase
shareholder value
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Valuation:

Are we confident of receiving a good return over time?

Valuation check
• Price target based on a five-year
discounted cash flow
• We use Enterprise Value/Net
Operating Profit After Tax as
a key measure of valuation

• We look for balance sheets
which have only limited gearing or
even better a net cash position
• We like companies that
pay dividends
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AIM Shares Portfolio Management

AIM Shares Portfolio Construction
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fully invested in AIM shares, with only a small cash position (approximately 3-5%)
Target approximately 20 holdings
Average position size is 3%-6%, with no position greater than 10% of the portfolio
Target hold for investments of three to five years
Consider longer-held position if fundamentals improve and valuations remain sensible
Low portfolio turnover

Selling discipline for the AIM Portfolio
• We will seek to sell when companies reach our estimate of fair value
• We will seek to sell if our view on the stock changes, even if this means taking a loss
We would rather take a small loss early, than a larger loss later
• Sales will be based on our assessment of fundamentals

What we will not invest in within the AIM portfolio
• Companies which we believe do not meet the conditions for BR, including those that engage
wholly or mainly in dealing in securities, stocks or shares, land or buildings or making or holding
investments, and those listed on another Recognised Investment Exchange
• Early-stage companies such as loss-making miners, biotechnology companies and
high‑growth concept stocks
• Small and illiquid companies; there are over 300 AIM companies with a market capitalisation
exceeding £50m – these are our focus

The criteria set out in the investment policy described in these Investment Details should be read as indicative parameters according to which Puma
Investments will manage the AIM Shares component of the Puma Multi-Strategy Estate Planning Service. As described in the Investor Agreement,
Puma Investments has broad discretion to manage the Service and shall not be deemed to have breached its investment mandate as a result of any
perceived or actual non-conformity with any of the above criteria.

AVA I L A B L E I N I S A s

Example Holdings

The businesses below represent typical investments for the Puma AIM Shares Portfolio; quality
businesses that meet Puma Investment’s strict selection criteria.

Patisserie Holdings

FW Thorpe

Nichols

Why we like it:

Why we like it:

Why we like it:

Patisserie Holdings operates
restaurants and cafés under five
different brands: Patisserie Valerie,
Druckers, Philpotts, Baker & Spice
and Flour Power City. It offers cakes,
pastries, snacks, meals and hot
and cold drinks from 192 stores
in the UK. Patisserie Holdings
joined AIM in May 2014, has a
market capitalisation of £348m
and a small net cash position.

A high-margin business with strong
underlying cash generation, which
the company can reinvest in rolling
out the business across the UK.

FW Thorpe specialises in designing
and manufacturing professional
lighting equipment, which it
manufactures in the UK and sells
throughout the world, including
both LED and traditional products.
It has a market capitalisation of
£434m and a substantial and
rising net cash position.

A high-margin, high-return
business. We also believe
the ongoing shift to LED
lighting should drive growth
for many years to come.

Nichols is engaged in the supply of
soft drinks to the retail, wholesale,
catering, licensed and leisure
industries. The group sell its
product in over 85 countries. Drinks
include both still and carbonated
and both with sugar and sugar
free. Nichols iconic brand is Vimto
which is particularly popular in the
UK, Middle East and Africa. Other
brands include Feel Good, Panda,
Starslush, Levi Roots and Sunkist.

Nichols controls an established
group of beverage brands. It has
a long track record of growing
the business both organically
and by acquisition. The company
is a high margin, high return
business which generates
significant free cash flow. It has
a market capitalisation of £661m
and a net cash balance sheet.

The companies referred to above represent a small, indicative selection of the stocks that the Manager may acquire for the AIM Shares Portfolio within
the Service. These specific stocks may or may not be acquired by the Manager and, even if acquired, may not continue to be held in the Service at all
times. The actual stocks selected will vary in their similarity or otherwise to these companies listed above. Figures shown in respect of the above
companies are derived from the London Stock Exchange as of October 2017.
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SECTION 6

Fees and Expenses Explained

Initial Charge

Dealing Charge

1.5%

1%

(applied to the purchase and sale of shares)

Annual Fees
Dependent on allocation between
Private Trading Companies and
AIM Shares

Life Protection Fees

Trading Companies AIM Shares

ONGOING
FEES

1% +VAT deferred
and only paid in
full if the company
achieves a
minimum return of
3% p.a.

1.25% +VAT
(of portfolio
value)

ADMINISTRATION
FEES

0.5% p.a.

–

OPTIONAL ANNUAL FEE 3.5% p.a. in first two years

Financial Adviser Fees
INITIAL ADVISER FEE
Fees payable to a Financial
Adviser for giving you advice on
your investment in the Service
can either be paid directly by
you, or Puma Investments can
facilitate the upfront payment
of such fees on your behalf.

ONGOING ADVISER FEE
Puma Investments can also
facilitate the payment of ongoing
fees on your behalf where you
have agreed to pay you Financial
Adviser such fees for providing
ongoing services related to your
investment in the Service.
If this ongoing fee is expressed
as a percentage of your portfolio,
the value of that portfolio will be
calculated as at 31 December
annually. In which case, you should
be aware that the amount of
this ongoing fee may increase
over time in the event that the
value of the portfolio grows.

TAX TREATMENT OF ADVISER FEE
Where Puma Investments is
facilitating the payment of fees
to Financial Advisers, these fees
will not count towards the amount
subscribed to the Service. This will
therefore reduce the amount of
tax relief that you are able to claim.
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Initial Charge

An initial charge of 1.5% will be paid to Puma Investments on
each new subscription to the Puma Multi-Strategy EPS after
the deduction of any Financial Adviser Charges.

Ongoing Annual Fees
• Investments in Private Trading Companies will be subject to
a deferred annual ongoing charge of 1% plus VAT, which will
only be paid if the Investor achieves a minimum return of
3% per annum over the duration of the investment (or
every 5 years if earlier). If the return achieved is between 2%
and 3% per annum, part of the annual ongoing charge will
be paid to the Investor so that the 3% minimum return is
achieved.
• Investments in AIM Shares will be subject to an ongoing
annual management fee of 1.25% plus VAT payable
(quarterly) to Puma Investments.

Administration Fee

Investments in Private Trading Companies will be subject to an
annual administration fee of 0.5% plus VAT. These costs relate
to the normal running and administration costs of the
companies that investors in the Puma Multi-Strategy EPS
subscribe to including any custodian or nominee fees. This
does not include the annual management charges or the
operating costs of the Portfolio Companies.

Optional Annual Fee: Insurance

A 3.5% Optional Annual Fee is charged to Investors who select
the two year Life Protection and is calculated as a percentage
of the original investment after the deduction of Puma’s initial
fees and any Financial Adviser Charges1. The Optional Annual
Fee is payable annually in advance and is deducted in full from
the total Subscription Amount prior to investment.

Other Charges
Dealing Fees

A 1% dealing fee will be paid to Puma Investments on each
purchase or sale of shares within the Service.

Transaction Fees

The Trading Companies may agree to pay Puma Investments
and other third party advisers transaction related fees and
may engage Puma Investments to provide them with business
support services for which a fee may be incurred.

1

Up to the maximum amount of £750,000.
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SECTION 7

Risk Factors

An investment in the Puma
Multi-Strategy EPS may not be
suitable for all investors.
The risks set out below do not comprise
all those associated with an investment
in the Service. Additional risks and
uncertainties currently unknown (such
as changes in legal, regulatory or tax
requirements), or which the Manager
currently believes are immaterial, may
also have a materially adverse effect on
the financial prospects of the Service
or on the value of investments made.

Tax Reliefs are not Guaranteed

The Puma Multi-Strategy EPS has been
designed to protect your investment
from Inheritance Tax (IHT) after
two years, assuming you hold the
investment at death. Tax rules may
change, which could affect the reliefs
available for IHT purposes. Tax reliefs
are subject to an individual’s personal
circumstances and independent
tax advice should be taken. We are
confident in our ability to identify
potential BR qualifying businesses
and we have engaged a specialist Tax
Adviser to provide an additional level
of due diligence on the businesses
selected. While the Tax Adviser will
also carry out an annual audit on the
portfolio, we cannot guarantee that all
portfolio investments will qualify for BR.
If a company should be non-qualifying
at the time of being selected for the
portfolio or become non-qualifying
thereafter, then any applicable BR
could be reduced accordingly, on
a pro rata basis. We cannot and do
not provide tax or financial advice
to potential investors and potential
investors are therefore recommended
to seek specialist independent tax
and financial advice before investing.

You May Lose Money

The value of your investments can
go down as well as up, so you may not
receive your full amount invested. An
investment in smaller companies is
likely to be higher risk than many other
investments. Companies quoted on
AIM are likely to be more risky and
have less rigorous listing requirements
than companies quoted on the main
list of the London Stock Exchange.
Dealing costs may be significant,
particularly in respect of a relatively
small investment in the Service.

Manager Team

Success of the Service will depend
to a large degree upon the skill
and expertise of the Manager
and the continued availability of
the key Management Team.

Past Performance

The past performance of the Puma
Multi-Strategy EPS, Puma Investments,
the funds Puma Investments manages
or the companies it advises, is not a
reliable indicator of future performance.
Future performance may be materially
different from past results. There is no
guarantee that can be given as to the
overall performance or level of return
that can be achieved from investments
made, or that the objectives of
the Service will be achieved.

Long-Term Investment

An investment in the Puma MultiStrategy EPS should be considered
a long-term investment.

Potentially Illiquid Investment

AIM stocks are largely small and
illiquid. They are characterised by
significant spreads and low trading
volumes. A sale of such shares may
be difficult, slow and only achievable
at lower than indicated market price.
The Service’s investments in assetbacked trading companies are
unquoted. Accordingly, the shares
are illiquid. The value of shares can
fluctuate and shareholders may not
get back the full amount they subscribe
and in certain circumstances may lose
the whole of their subscription value.
There is no certainty that shareholders
will be able to realise their Shares.
Shareholders’ capital may be at risk and
a subscription in the Service should be
viewed as high risk and longer-term.
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Risk of limited diversification

The Manager will aim to invest your
money into BR qualifying shares. If
you select the Trading Companies
strategy, you may only receive shares
in one or two companies whose activity
is likely to be predominantly focused
on secured lending or asset-backed
investments. As a result, diversification
is limited and you should consider
whether this works in the context of
your overall portfolio, seeking advice
from your financial adviser as necessary.

Risks relating to the purchase of
a trading business

Even though the Service has not yet
decided to do so, it may, in the longer
term, consider the purchase of trading
businesses, when the Service has
achieved a sufficient level of growth (in
the opinion of the Manager) and only
if such businesses offer asset backing
and the opportunity to generate stable
returns for investors. To the extent
that the Service does in the future
acquire such businesses, there is a
risk that such businesses may have
been overvalued or that they may
depreciate in value following their
acquisition. In such circumstances, the
Service may be unable to dispose of
the relevant businesses to mitigate its
loss which could have an adverse effect
on its business, prospects, results of
operations and financial condition.

Life Protection

The Life Protection is subject to
conditions: if the conditions are not
met in full then Puma Investments will
not be paid out and so no payment
will be made to beneficiaries. The
full terms of the Life Protection
should be read carefully, including the
exclusions set out in the Application
Form and the Investor Agreement
before applying to ensure eligibility.

Conflicts of Interest

Companies in which the Puma MultiStrategy EPS invests might deal or
co-invest with vehicles and companies
associated with or clients of the
Manager or other members of the
Shore Capital Group, or in respect of
which the Manager has been involved
in the provision of services for which
it may receive commissions, benefits,
charges or advantage from so acting.
All decisions made by Puma
Investments for investors in the
Puma Multi-Strategy EPS will comply
with the objectives of the Service.
The Manager has protocols in place
to manage such conflicts wherever
possible. The unquoted companies in
which the Puma Multi-Strategy EPS
invests will have independent Directors
who will endeavour to ensure that any
conflict of interest is resolved fairly and
in accordance with the conflicts policy
and conflicts operating procedures
from time to time relating to such
company and/or the Manager.

There is no guarantee that
Redemption Requests by investors
will be accepted
Although investments in the Puma
Multi-Strategy EPS are intended to
be redeemable, there is no guarantee
that withdrawals will be paid when
requested or that investment monies
will be returned within one month after
the receipt of the written request.
Factors such as difficulties in realising
underlying investments, and changes
in legislation could all result in the Puma
Multi-Strategy EPS having insufficient
liquidity to satisfy withdrawal requests
and the process for returning monies
could be much longer than anticipated.
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WE ARE HERE TO HELP
Advisers
Our expert national Business
Development Team are here to help,
and would be happy to discuss any of
our offers in more detail with you either
by phone or by visiting your offices.
Please call us on 020 7408 4070 or
visit www.pumainvestments.co.uk

Investors
We recommend you speak to a
financial adviser in the first instance,
as we cannot offer investment or tax
advice. If you have any other questions
please call us on 020 7408 4100.

Investment Manager
Bond Street House, 14 Clifford Street, London W1S 4JU
Adviser Enquiries: 020 7408 4070
Investor Enquiries: 020 7408 4100
info@pumainvestments.co.uk
www.pumainvestments.co.uk
Puma Investments is a trading name of
Puma Investment Management Limited which
is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority. FCA Number 590919

